FEATURES
20 Seat Motion-System
Realistic Motion
High-Resolution 3D-Projectors
and Polarized Glasses
Dolby Surround Sound System
5D Effects like Water, Wind,
Bubbles
Individual Brands

Specifications
L:4.0m | W:3.0m
H:2.0m till 4.0m
9kW/400V

5D MOTION THEATRE
THE ULTIMATE WAY TO ENTERTAIN
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5D MOTION THEATRE

Motion System
20 seat motion-system with pitch, roll, yaw, sway, surge and heave movements simulates realistic motion in every film. To increase number of seats you can combine several motion bases till more than 500 seats.

Visual System
The special high-resolution 3D-projectors and the polarized 3D-glasses generate a sophisticated visual experience for all users.

Sound System
The cinema dolby surrounding sound system, integrated in the Pinkau 5D Cinema, brings the users in the middle of another world.

5D Effect System
5D effects like water, wind, bubbles and even real interaction generate an incredible realistic feeling. The combination of motion, 3D–film, surround sound and 5D effects is the ultimate way to entertain your customers.

Design/Branding
Individual brands and colours enable every client of Pinkau Interactive Advertising to create his own unique 5D motion-theater.

Software
The Pinkau 5D motion theatre comes with five 3D-effect-films. As a matter of fact, we produce individual films and trailers in 3D stereoscopy and high quality regarding your product or your company. For a special quotation please ask our sales-service. eMail: info@pinkau.com

Specifications
Required space: 4.0x3.0x4.0metres
Required power: 9kW / 380V